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Vision, Aim and Objectives
Vision statement
A society that is environmentally, socially and culturally conscious and active.
Mission statement
Original theatre inspiring, empowering and connecting young people’s hearts to care for nature,
community and culture.
Activities





Create, perform and improve original professional theatre productions for young people on
environmental, social and cultural themes.
Provide training in theatre skills for adults working with young people.
Create, present and improve theatre workshops for adults and young people.
Participate actively in Arts and Environment networking and advocacy activities.

Strategic objectives (2015 – 2018)
Core business 




increase outputs by: creating 2 new productions; developing 3 workshops series; facilitating 1
training session that are of a high quality and continuing the high standard of existing
productions and products;
engage with at least one new community and deepen the impact of engagement with existing
communities;
strengthen networks with the arts and environment sectors and improve visibility.

Internal processes 


increase permanent staff component to the equivalent of three full time posts and provide
consistent work opportunities for the four core actors;
participate in bi – monthly professional development workshops where all staff develop a
reflective and constructive monitoring and evaluation system.

Financial 

Increase: ticket and workshop income by 100% over 3 years, by establishing two annual
platforms; individual and school donations by 100% over 3 years by creating additional
opportunities for engagement; design, implement and monitor a 3 year financial plan
incorporating a sustainable funding strategy.
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INTRODUCTION
It was a year of opportunities, encounters and growth for Jungle Theatre Company (JTC) in the first year
of their current three year strategy (2015-2017).
The start of the year was a challenging time for the organisation faced with financial uncertainty and the
resignation of Managing Director Lorraine Tanner who had been with the organisation for a period of 8
years and played a significant and important role in the Company. However, with the Board taking on a
more active and supportive role, the remaining management team members Vincent Meyburgh,
Miranda Tait and Seiso Qhola were able to face up to the challenges by continuing to grow into their
roles and by developing the organisation and its members throughout the year resulting in a total of 11
job opportunities provided for theatre makers; an output of 47 performances and 62 workshops during
the period.
In November 2015, in order to ensure that plans for the coming year were aligned with the three-year
strategy developed in August 2014, JTC reviewed its Mission, Vision, Strategic Objectives and Core
Business Goals and identified the following achievements: one new production How Stories Began; two
new workshops i.e. Storytelling; Movement & Mime; engagement in one new community i.e.
Kalksteenfontein; a deepening impact in existing communities i.e. Muizenberg, Khayelitsha and Langa;
continued strengthening of environmental networks i.e. Zandvlei Trust, Assitej-SA, Princess Vlei Forum;
improved visibility through i.e. social media, press coverage and networking; regular internal team
builds where sharing of skills took place; and professional development workshops where members
developed theatre, facilitation, reflective, monitoring and evaluation skills.
A few of the main successes of the year can be summarized as follows: the creation, development and
staging of a new show called How Stories Began; the re-casting and development of The Whale Show;
Hoerikwaggo; River Of Life and Butterfly Dreams (aka Metamorphosis); and a successful drama
programme with youths from Ithemba Labantu.
The Jungle Theatre Company team is thankful for all the support it has received from its donors,
partners and the general public, without whom, the organisation would not be able to continue
changing the lives of its beneficiaries.
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Income and Expenditure at a Glance
Income

Grants and Donations
Workshop Income
Production Income
Other Income

Expenditure
Direct Programme & Project Costs
Indirect Project Costs (Salaries)
Professional/ Members Fees and
Bank
Overheads
Internal Training and
Development

1100000
1050000
1000000
950000

Income

900000

Expenditure

850000
800000
750000

FY 2016

FY 2015
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Project Overview
JUNGLE WORKS – TRANSITION WORKSHOPS
In the last quarter of 2014 JTC developed two 2-hour workshops for young people and youth workers
i.e. Movement & Mime and Storytelling & Music, both focussing on the theme “transition”. Both
workshops were tested during March 2015 with young people engaged with the arts.
The Storytelling & Music workshops were well
received. The youth groups were inspired by the
short performances of the folktale offered by
facilitators. They entered the imaginative worlds of
the mythology with focus and creativity. For the
most part the fantasy of the story put the youth at
ease and when it came to sharing their real life
experiences they spoke freely about the theme of
transition and how this folktale reflected their
modern experience. Some groups were still held
back and struggled to share freely but were keen
for us to return and work towards a more in depth
sharing.
The Mime and Movement workshops were enjoyed. The youth groups were generally very comfortable
with dance and movement. It became clear that mime skills were lacking among the participants as well
as the facilitators. The
participants and facilitators
demonstrated a desire and a
need to improve mime skills.
PASCAP (Luhlaza) said:
The workshops clearly needed
more emphasis on mime.
“I expected excellent social
After the trial workshops the
facilitator teams went back to
cohesion,
and
this
manifested
practicing mime skills and the
workshop plan was adjusted
very
well
in
the
workshop.”
to include clear mime in the
performance
and
more
exercises that develop mime
skills.
The organizations and youth groups that received these workshops have not only been introduced to
the theatre mediums JTC has offered but they have been instrumental in the development of the
workshops going forward. The workshops and the feedback from the participants have developed
appropriate performance and facilitation skills among JTC’s artistic team. The team is now ready to
deliver high quality and relevant introductory workshops for groups of youth and young adults.
Discussions with some organizations who have hosted the workshops have led to more in depth and
ongoing partnerships and collaborations that will increase JTC’s involvement with communities and the
development of theatre for young people by young people.
Funded by: Department of Cultural Affairs & Sports
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TOP DOG & A DOG’S LIFE
On World Theatre Day i.e. 20 March (2015) in association with
Assitej-SA JTC performed Top Dog in three Athlone schools for
Intermediate phase learners. Top Dog is a story about a homeless
dog and a lonely homeless boy. Their struggle to survive in the
city sees them tackle many social ills and make important life
choices that bring about self-empowerment. The story is told
through the eyes of a pit-bull terrier with innovative puppetry,
beautiful singing and audience participation.
Top Dog was followed by A Dog’s Life, a very similar story, at the
Masque Theatre at the start of May. The “Twinning Project” is
unique in that it brings together learners aged between seven and
nine years old from diverse socio-economic backgrounds to watch
theatre with an animal welfare theme and then discuss the issues
together.
Actress Joce Engelbrecht said:

“Whilst we motivate animal welfare awareness to young
audiences, I must admit that even for an adult the
message is so powerful that it cannot be ignored.”
Funded by: International Fund for Animal Welfare

HOW STORIES BEGAN
In partnership with the Nal’ibali reading-forenjoyment campaign JTC developed a new
production called How Stories Began based on
the retelling of this traditional Zulu folktale by
local author Wendy Hartmann. The show was
premiered at the Masque Theatre in the 2015
July school holidays for children 4 years and
older. The story is set in ancient times on the
Wild Coast, before people knew how to tell
stories. Manzandaba and Zenzele, a married
couple, are two of the first people and go on an
adventure in search of stories that lead to magical
creatures under the ocean…....The actors brought the story to life in English and isiXhosa with African
music, comical characters and masks designed by artist Niel Jonker. Each performance was followed by a
workshop to give children the opportunity to express the emotions they felt during the show. They were
invited onto the stage to move into the environment of the story, where they could become the
characters in the story, sing the songs and dance.
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Barbara Pelander: “Lovely clear

storytelling, wonderful sound
effects, the animal masks, the
shouting from the audience.”

How Stories Began was subsequently performed as part of the
Reading Association of South Africa Imagination & Literacy:
Theatre and Practice Conference at the Baxter Theatre; the
Storie Vertel Fees in Paarl, at the Cape Town Fringe Festival as
part of the Assitej-SA platform as well as at several private
schools.

Funded by: Arts & Culture Trust

THE WHALE SHOW
In partnership with
Whale Coast Conservation
(WCC),
an
organisation
based
in
Hermanus,
JTC
performed The Whale Show
to 10 primary schools
and approximately 1500
learners
in
the
Overstrand region during
Marine
week,
October 2015. The Whale
Show is about two
characters, the Wondering
Whale Watchers, who
are on a quest to become like
whales. They swirl the
audience into a fantastic
high-energy
adventure juggling to catch
food, bubbling underwater music, receiving ewhales from a giant
puppet called Wanda. They
discover that the
ocean is under threat and get
everybody involved in
taking care of the sea and
saving our whales. The show involves two actors, puppets and more and highlights the marine megafauna; the whales common to our shores. The performances were followed by an interactive workshop
where learners got the opportunity to act out certain parts of the show. Shirley Volkwyn from WCC said:
“Other than the Arts and Culture aspects of the show, learners were exposed to Literacy, Numeracy,
Natural and Social Sciences. There were interactions before and after the shows with learners when
Bubbles and Waves introduced themselves to the learners and enticed them into what awaited during
the show. Learners at the Hermanus Waldorf School were assessed on what they learned after the show
with interviews conducted by Vincent and Shirley. WCC is looking forward to any future alliance with
Jungle Theatre who shares a common goal of preserving our environment for future generations.”
Northcliff College – Anita Van Zyl - “The learners are touched about what they learnt. And it
was done in a wonderful, happy, funny way .”
Funded by: Department of Arts & Culture
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HOERIKWAGGO
Re-cast and re-developed, Hoerikwaggo was
performed at the Langa Civic Hall in a twinnings
programme during October 2015 bringing together
approximately 900 grades 4 – 6 learners from 10
primary schools from the Langa and Kalksteenfontein
areas to watch the show and participate in an
interactive workshop. By bringing together learners
from different cultural and socio-economic
backgrounds JTC enabled the learners to share an
interactive experience. Hoerikwaggo, an interactive
tale of two baboons who leave the safety of their
range, and meet a variety of other fauna, and flora on
a quest and heritage trial across the Cape Peninsula, is performed in a mix of English, Xhosa and
Afrikaans and an integrated exploration of Life Skills, Natural Science and Technology, Social Sciences
topics.
Montana Primary – Ms. Van Wyk – “Die akteurs was baie professioneel – het hulle ingeleef in
die karakters – baie leersaam.”
Funded by: Department of Arts & Culture

CARNIVAL WORKSHOP & PARADE
With funding raised through a Thundafund campaign JTC ran a 1-day workshop with children from
underprivileged areas through the Zandvlei Trust, ASSITEJ SA and Hand in Hand Creatives as part of the
Muizenberg Festival. JTC facilitators composed the music based on the four elements: Water, Air, Earth
and Fire; played games and challenged the children to make four groups that were made up of kids from
different places. The children
imagined the elements, became the
elements, walked like the elements
and spoke like the elements. The
facilitators
lead
the
dance
development element by teaching
everybody the four songs and
rhythms. Each group then developed
a dance that worked with the song of
their element. Andy Jones from
Shrinkray Puppets designed the
element hats and each group made
their group’s element hats. A few
days later the children participated in
a Parade as part of the Muizenberg
Festival. The turnout was good and
the parade was made up of more than
300 persons, including volunteers, dancers, and float carriers. The Parade celebrated the cultural and
natural diversity of the Muizenberg area; and toured through the village, beginning at the beachfront
and ending at the Concert in the Park, at Muizenberg Park. Funded by: Thundafund & City of Cape Town
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YOUTH PROGRAMME – ITHEMBA LABANTU
During the last quarter of 2015 JTC
facilitated a drama workshop programme
with a group of approximately 30 youths
through youth development forum Ithemba
Labantu based in Phillipi. JTC facilitators
lead the youth group in developing an
original play that dealt with the issues in the
community through traditional story telling.
Participants linked the story “When Lion
Could Fly” to their everyday lives through
group discussions which evoked the issues
of power linking it to Mugabe and the
AmaXhosa king who used to kill people and
was feared by the villagers, called the abuse
of power. Other issues that arose were
bullying; gangsterism and the ignorance of
mankind. The participants thought that
people in their community need to be made
aware of their surroundings and encouraged to take action and make decisions for themselves and not
to abide by hearsay but rather to experience things for themselves like the Frog in the story and the
other characters who stand together and take charge as a unit. The Frogs were not afraid of the Lion just
because the Vultures say they must fear the lion and that the Lion will turn them into biltong. Hearsay
impacts people negatively. For other participants the story made them aware of things happening
around them. The workshop programme culminated in a performance which was very successful.
Sophia Zittel, Ithemba Labantu’s youth coordinator said: “The workshop met our expectations in that it
has brought youngsters from different programmes and ages together and taught them how to create a
children’s play. They gained knowledge about creating a theatre piece for young audiences and learned
to integrate themselves into a group, increase self-esteem.”
Funded by: HCI Foundation

FLIGHT OF DREAMS
JTC conducted a performing arts programme called –
Birds Great Race - with learners from Lotus High school
during September 2015. The programme culminated in a
performance as part of the Flight of Dreams Parade
which took place at the end of September from Grassy
Park to Princess Vlei.

Funded by: Princess Vlei Forum
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RIVER OF LIFE
A partnership was established with West Coast
Community Foundation (WCCF) to perform,
River Of Life to 10 primary schools in 5 different
municipalities on the West Coast. As an
organisation based in Malmesbury, WCCF has
longstanding and established relationships with
many schools in the area and assisted JTC in
securing school bookings. River Of Life is an
African fairy tale about a rural tribe and a
special princess, who live by a beautiful river full
of magical creatures. A glittering dancing trader
comes from the city to sell the villagers strange
items that cause problems for the river. The
princess finds the courage to travel a path
alone. She faces a hot dry desert, a teaming jungle and climbs the tallest mountain, all to save the life of
the river and her village. A total of 1700 grade 4 – 6 learners were reached. Eendekuil Primary said “Die
leerders het die musiek, dansies en diere figure geniet.”
Funded by: Department of Arts & Culture

BUTTERLFY DREAMS
During the last quarter of 2015 JTC re-developed their show Metamorphosis and renamed it Butterfly
Dreams. A total of 7 performances took place in December last year and March this year to which
beneficiaries from different community and
arts organizations across the Cape Metropole
were invited. A total of approximately 1300
came to watch the show including the
general public. Butterfly Dreams is a surreal
and larger than life celebration of a girl
experiencing the transformation of a
caterpillar into a butterfly. Hiding in a tree
house she dreams the sounds of her garden
turning into music; of two giant butterflies
dancing. The male catches the female’s eggs
and hangs them on a leaf where they hatch
and grow into giant caterpillars. Can she
challenge the predator and protect the
miracle of life for her own big
transformation? The development of
Metamorphosis into Butterfly Dreams has taken a student production and made it professional. The
revival of this project
has lifted performing arts
“The show was great; the youth had a great
skills in the production
to a level that makes
nonverbal storytelling
accessible and inspiring
time.” – Desmond Tutu HIV Foundation
for a diverse range of
families. The production is
ready to tour nationally supporting nation-building and social cohesion through creating a model for
quality outdoor theatre for children and youth in South Africa. Funded by: National Arts Council &
Department of Cultural Affairs
& Sports
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Our Donors

Joan St Leger Lindbergh Charitable
Trust

L & S Chiappini Charitable Trust

Country Lane Developments
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Our Partners and In Kind Supporters

Methodist Church Hall, Muizenberg
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Organisation Information
Jungle Theatre Company
Non Profit Organisation Registration No.: 033-014-NPO
Section 18A Public Benefit Organisation Registration No.: 930007615
Postal Address:
PO Box 224
Muizenberg
7950
Physical Address:
69 Main Road
Muizenberg
7945
Management Committee:
Vincent Meyburgh – Artistic Director
Miranda Tait – Manager
Seiso Qhola – Actor Representative
Intern: George Smith
Artists:
Athenkosi Dyantyi
Cebisa Fubesi
Ntombifuthi Mkhasibe
Seiso Qhola
Siyawandisa Badi
Joce Engelbrecht
Associate Artists:
Richard Antrobus
Celia Musikanth
Suzanne Lemoine

Artistic Collaborators:
Adam Carnegie (Brand illustrator)
SHRiNKRay (Puppet makers)
Ukwanda Designs (Puppet makers)
Eva Shelly Adams-Hart (Costumes)
Board Members:
Tracey Saunders (Chair)
Celia Musikanth (Vice Chair)
Miranda Tait (Treasurer)
Ntombifuthi Mkhasibe (Secretary)
Zain Nazier (Non-Office)
Videographers/Photographers:
Maryatta Wegerif
Des Dlamini
Vincent Meyburgh
Auditor:
Solace
14 Franz Square
Allenby Estate
Retreat
7945

Jungle Theatre Company is a member of:
Assitej South Africa
False Bay Tourism and Business Association
Muizenberg Improvement District
Performing Arts Network of South Africa
Princess Vlei Forum
UNIMA South Africa
Zandvlei Trust
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Audited Financial Statements
The following annual Audited Financial Statements are attached:
General Information
Content
Members’ Responsibilities and Approval
Independent Auditors’ Report
Members’ Report
Statement of Financial Position
Statement of Comprehensive Income
Statement of Changes in Accumulated Funds
Statement of Cash Flows
Accounting Policies
Notes to the Annual Financial Statements
Detailed Statement of Financial Performance (Income and Expenses)
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